The Comparison of Spectral Classification Based on DBN, BP Neural Network and SVM.
The stellar classification was an important research field for understanding the formation and evolution of stars and galaxies. With large sky surveys and its massive data, the speed and accuracy of the celestial automatic classification was very important. The depth confidence neural network (DBN), support vector machines (SVM) and BP neural networks used in the star classification were compared in this paper. And the applicability of star classification with these three methods was analyzed. First, K, F stars are classified according to the depth of confidence neural network and BP neural network and support vector machine.Then the K1, K3, K5 sub-type and F2, F5, F9 sub-type were separately identified. Finally, the data which did not belong to the k sub-type were excluded by a secondary classification model based on SVM support vector machine . The results shows that: the depth of belief networks is better for K, F-type star classification, but it is poor for K, F sub-type classification results; The recognition rate of SVM is high for the K, F-type stars and the classification effects of this method is better for K, F-type stars than the corresponding sub-type stars by comparison; The recognition rate of BP neural network is ordinary general for K, F-type stars and their sub-types. The experiment showed that the accuracy of excluding non-k-sub-type data can be up to 100% which indicates that the unknown spectral data can be screened and classified with SVM.